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Notes of Exchange
Scribal Practices and Vernacular Religious Scholarship 
in Early Modern North India
Ty ler Willi a ms
University of Chicago
T
his essay examines a corpus of manuscripts containing texts of 
vernacular religious scholarship composed in the language of early 
Hindi during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in order to 
reconstruct intellectual networks in northwestern India and to assess the 
role that paper manuscripts played in bringing those networks into being.1 
I use the concept of “exchange” as an analytic through which to under-
stand several aspects of the production, circulation, and reception (or 
performance) of these manuscripts, which contained works of theology, 
I would like to thank Lynn Ransom, Beǌ amin Fleming, and the patrons and staff  of the 
Schoenberg Symposium on Manuscript Studies in the Digital Age for the opportunity to 
present an earlier version of this paper at the Symposium’s tenth meeting, “Intertwined 
Worlds,” held 2–4 November 20⒘   I learned a tremendous amount  om the various partici-
pants’ feedback, questions, and presentations. I also thank the two anonymous reviewers for 
their very helpful comments and suggestions.
1 I use the term “Hindi” to refer to the literary register of those vernacular languages of 
North India that, during the period under consideration in this essay, were collectively called 
Hindi, Hindavi, bhāṣā, or bhākhā, and that today o en bear distinct names like Avadhi, Braj-
bhasha, Maithili, and Marwari. As Imre Bangha has argued, despite the heterogeneity of 
spoken dialects across the rather large geographical expanse of North India, the literary register 
used in vernacular texts was broadly intelligible across geographic and generic lines, and there-
fore should be treated as a single entity for the purposes of literary history. See his article “The 
Emergence of Hindi Literature: From Transregional Maru Gurjar to Madhyadeśī Narratives,” 
in Text and Tradition in Early Modern North India, ed. Tyler Williams, Anshu Malhotra, and 
John S. Hawley (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2018), 3–3⒐  This roughly corresponds 
to Sheldon Pollock’s notion of the “cosmopolitan vernacular” (for Pollock’s theory of vernacu-
larization, see below).
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philosophy, commentary, and translation. Ultimately, the fact that religious 
discussions took place on and through the medium of paper manuscripts at 
this place and time means that intellectual “exchange” always entailed the 
exchange of material things as well as the exchange of ideas.2
By identi ing what distinguished manuscripts of vernacular “scholar-
ship” and by analyzing the processes of their production, circulation, and 
reception, I am also making an argument about how vernacular languages 
like Hindi came to be refashioned as mediums of literary and intellectual 
discourse in second- millennium South Asia. For the past decade or so, a 
signifi cant amount of scholarly attention has been given to reexamining the 
process of vernacularization in South Asia, that being the process through 
which vernacular languages like Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada, Telugu, 
and Tamil (to name just a few such languages) came to occupy a place 
alongside the so- called cosmopolitan languages of Sanskrit, Arabic, and 
Persian as mediums of literary, religious, and scholastic discourse.3 The 
ideas of the Sanskritist Sheldon Pollock have been particularly infl uential in 
this discussion; Pollock posits that vernacular languages had fi rst to be 
“literized” (i.e., committed to writing) and then “literarized” (re- formed in 
the image of the superposed cosmopolitan language—that is, Sanskrit—by 
adopting the genres, styles, and conventions of the cosmopolitan) in order 
to become “workly” languages—that is, languages capable of carrying intel-
lectual and creative discourses. Pollock emphasizes that kāvya, poetry or 
“literature proper,” was the primary arena for this shi  to the vernacular, 
with other discursive spheres, such as that of religion, following only later.4 
Other scholars, such as Christian Novetzke, Francesca Orsini, and Allison 
2 I use the terms “object” and “thing” here in the sense defi ned by Bruno Latour, as non- 
human, perhaps non- sentient material “objects” that nevertheless have an agentive power to 
shape human thought and action. Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 63–8⒍  
3 See, for example, the pathbreaking volume Literary Cultures in History: Reconstructions 
from South Asia, ed. Sheldon Pollock (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2003), which 
traces the development of literary cultures in multiple South Asian languages. 
4 Sheldon Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men: Sanskrit, Culture, and 
Power in Premodern India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), especially 298–309 
and 423–3⒍ 
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Busch, have challenged or modifi ed aspects of Pollock’s thesis; two particu-
larly contentious questions are whether religious movements may have 
played a larger role in driving vernacularization than Pollock acknowledges, 
and how much infl uence the establishment of an Islamicate political culture 
at the beginning of the second millennium in North India may have had on 
the trajectory of vernacularization there.5
My contribution to this discussion is characterized by the following 
aspects: fi rst, I take a step back  om “literature proper” to look at other 
genres, particularly religious scholarship, as well as other forms of non- 
literary scholarship like astrology, to see if and how these discourses partici-
pated in driving the process of vernacularization. I have found that in the 
process of making the vernacular into a “workly” language that could carry 
intellectual content, composers in early Hindi actually redefi ned the dis-
tinctions between genres like “literature” (kāvya), “music” (gīta), and “sci-
ence” (śāstra). Second, I suggest that the material aspects of writing and 
reading played an important role in refashioning the vernacular as a medium 
of literary and intellectual discourse—sometimes as important a role as that 
of the textual content of vernacular works. If we were to say that early 
composers in Hindi “repackaged” the vernacular as a literary and scholastic 
language, then we should indeed pay attention to the language’s material 
“packaging”—in other words, the formats, bindings, and illumination of 
manuscripts, as well as their paratexts, circumstances of performance, and 
even their storage. Finally, in order to perceive the general contours of ver-
nacular manuscript culture, I employ techniques associated with both “close 
reading” and “distant reading” (to use Franco Moretti’s terminology).6 In 
the context of this study, close reading includes the detailed examination of 
5 Allison Busch, “Hindi Literary Beginnings,” in South Asian Texts in History: Critical 
Engagements with Sheldon Pollock, ed. Whitney Cox, Yigal Bronner, and Lawrence McCrea 
(Ann Arbor, MI: Association for Asian Studies, 2011), 203–25; Francesca Orsini, “How to Do 
Multilingual Literary History? Lessons  om Fi eenth- and Sixteenth- Century North India,” 
Indian Economic and Social History Review 49, no. 2 (2012): 225–46; Christian Novetzke, The 
Quotidian Revolution: Vernacularization, Religion, and the Premodern Public Sphere in India 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016).
6 Franco Moretti, Graphs, Maps, Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History (London: 
Verso, 2005).
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individual manuscripts and their histories; distant reading includes com-
parative and quantitative, as well as qualitative, analysis of large numbers of 
manuscripts (usually focusing on their metadata, such as date and location of 
copying, scribe, dimensions, format, etc.). I am increasingly fi nding that using 
these two approaches together tells us more than either of the approaches can 
when used on its own.
Methodology and Materials
My argument in this essay, that intellectual networks can be reconstructed 
using data obtained  om manuscripts, and that those manuscripts them-
selves are the traces of material exchanges that cannot be separated  om 
ideological ones, is based on data obtained  om approximately three hun-
dred manuscripts, all in the language of early Hindi, and dating  om the 
late sixteenth to the late eighteenth centuries. I will occasionally make 
reference to manuscripts in other languages, for the sake of comparison.7 In 
particular, I look at a relatively large corpus of manuscripts produced by two 
sectarian religious traditions over a period of roughly two hundred and fi    
years, analyzing their metadata in order to see patterns of production and 
circulation.8 To give a fuller and more detailed picture of what these pat-
7 The manuscripts used in this study are held by the following institutions: the Rajasthan 
Oriental Research Institute’s branches at Jodhpur and Jaipur; the Rajasthani Shodh Sansthan, 
Jodhpur; the Abhay Jain Granthalaya, Bikaner; the Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum, 
Jaipur; the Shri Dadu Mahavidyalaya, Jaipur; the Mahamaya Mandir, Navalgarh; the Nagari 
Pracharini Sabha, Banaras; the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad; the Vrindavan Research 
Institute, Vrindavan; and the University of Pennsylvania. I thank the directors and staff s of 
these institutions for their assistance in locating, viewing, and in some cases digitizing the 
manuscripts. Special thanks are due to Beǌ amin Flemming and John Pollack at the Kislak 
Center at the University of Pennsylvania for their time and help, and for their eff orts to make 
the wealth of Indic manuscripts at the university available to scholars and the public. 
8 I characterize this corpus as being “relatively large” because although tens of thousands of 
manuscripts in early Hindi are currently available in India (very few of which have been studied 
in any detail), the lack of information about the provenance of many of these manuscripts 
makes their attribution to a particular sectarian tradition diffi  cult. As we will see later in the 
8
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terns mean or point toward, I also examine the individual histories of copies 
of a few particular works produced by scholars  om these two traditions.
The sectarian religious communities under consideration here are the 
Dadu Panth (lit. “The Path of Dadu”) and the Niraǌ ani Sampraday (roughly 
translatable as “The Sectarian System of Those Who Worship Niraǌ an”). 
Both communities coalesced around charismatic poet- saint fi gures toward 
the end of the sixteenth century, and developed organized monastic orders 
and scholastic literatures beginning in the early seventeenth century. The 
Dadu Panth developed around the fi gure and poetry of Dadu Dayal (1544–
1603), a cotton carder who preached devotion to an ineff able, all- pervasive 
godhead, while the Niraǌ ani Sampraday grew up around the fi gure and 
poetry of Haridas (d. 1644?), said to have been a highway robber before being 
converted to the worship of a nirguṇ (unqualifi ed) Absolute. The poetry, the-
ologies, religious aesthetics, and regimens of spiritual practice articulated by 
the two saints are remarkably similar, and the communities of their respective 
followers were evidently engaged in a productive exchange of ideas and texts 
with one another  om early on in the sects’ interwoven histories.9
essay, the diligence of Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani scribes in regard to noting the place, time, 
and institutional context of a manuscript’s copying allows us to identi  corpora of manuscripts 
produced by these monastic communities at a scale not possible for many other religious sects.
9 On the history and literature of the Dadu Panth, see Monika Horstmann, Crossing the 
Ocean of Existence: Braj Bhasa Religious Poetry from Rajasthan: A Reader (Wiesbaden: Harras-
sowitz, 1983); Horstmann, Symbiotic Antinomy: The Social Organization of a North Indian Sect 
(Canberra: Australian National University, 1986); Horstmann, “The Example in Dadupanthi 
Homiletics,” in Tellings and Texts: Music, Literature and Performance in North India, ed. 
Francesca Orsini and Katherine Butler Schofi eld (Cambridge, MA: Open Book, 2015), 31–59; 
and James M. Hastings, “Poets, Saints and Warriors: The Dadu Panth, Religious Change and 
Identity Formation in Jaipur State Circa 1562–1860 CE” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 2002). In Hindi, see Swami Narayandas, Śrī Dādū Panth Paricay: Dādū Panth Kā 
Itihās (Jaipur: Sri Dadu Dayalu Mahasabha, VS 2035, 1978/9 CE). On the history of the 
Niraǌ ani Sampraday, see Swami Mangaldas, ed., Śrī Mahārāj Haridāsjī Kī Vāṇī (Jaipur: 
Nikhil Bharatiya Niraǌ ani Mahasabha, 1962); Ratanlal Mishra, Nirañjanī Sampradāy: 
Sādhanā Evaṁ Sāhitya (Navalgarh: Mahamaya Mandir, 1998). Both of these religious com-
munities, despite their importance in precolonial North India, have remained relatively 
neglected in modern scholarship in comparison with other traditions of the period.
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The majority of examples presented below are taken  om four scholastic 
works composed by monks of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday 
(though the broader conclusions that I outline are based on data collected 
 om the larger corpus of manuscripts described above). The fi rst of these is 
the Jñān Samudra (Ocean of Wisdom, 1653) of the Dadu Panthi monk 
Sundardas (1599–1689). The Jñān Samudra is a versifi ed theological exposi-
tion that melds yogic thought and practice with Advaita Vedanta (non- 
dualist thought deriving  om late Vedic literature). The second is the Vedānta 
Mahāvākya Bhāṣā (Commentary on the Great Pronouncements of the 
Vedanta, 1660) of the Niraǌ ani monk Manohardas, a versifi ed translation- 
cum- commentary of the Chandogya Upaṇiṣad, a work of metaphysics (among 
other things). The third is the Vairāgya Vṛnd (Collection of Verses on Non- 
attachment, 1663) of the Niraǌ ani monk Bhagvandas, a versifi ed commen-
tary on the Vairāgya Śataka (Century of Verses on Non- attachment), an 
anthology of Sanskrit verses by the poet Bhartrihari (ca. sixth century CE). 
The fourth and fi nal work is the Chandaratnāvalī (Necklace of the Jewels 
of Meter, 1738) of the Niraǌ ani monk Hariramdas, a versifi ed treatise on 
prosody.
Vernacular Religious Scholarship: What Was It?
The brief description of works above gives some sense of what I mean by 
“vernacular religious scholarship” in this essay, but a more comprehensive 
defi nition is necessary before we proceed. A simple defi nition might be 
“works of scholarship composed in a vernacular language” (in this case, 
Hindi), but that would obscure the fact that, as suggested earlier, vernacu-
lar composers refashioned generic distinctions, including those of scholastic 
genres. Thus, scholastic genres in Hindi did not look exactly like their 
predecessors in Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramsha, Arabic, or Persian. For 
example, not only the four works described above, but all of the works used 
in this study were composed in verse. With the exception of Indrajit’s 
Vivekadīpika (The Lamp of Discrimination, ca. 1600) and a lost work by an 
early eighteenth- century Niraǌ ani monk, we have no extant examples of 
vernacular scholastic literature in prose  om this period in North India. (In 
10
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contrast, Sanskrit, Persian, and Arabic contained many scholastic works 
composed in prose.)10
Many early vernacular religious intellectuals composed original works of 
theology, metaphysics, and liturgy; the Jñān Samudra of Sundardas is one 
example of such scholarship. In the case of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani 
Sampraday, monks and saint- poets most o en composed treatises on yogic 
practice, metaphysics (in the tradition of Advaita Vedanta mentioned above), 
and cosmology, in addition to non- scholastic poetry in the form of bhajans 
or hymns. (As we shall see later, these poets’ scholastic works circulated in 
quite a diff erent material form than their hymns.) As numerous as, if not 
more numerous than, these original works are translations of, and com-
mentaries on, works in Sanskrit dealing with theology, philosophy, the 
epics (mahākāvya, i.e., the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaṇa), and even poetry 
proper (kāvya) and literary theory (kāvya śāstra). In these texts, commentary 
and translation are o en one and the same thing, as an important purpose 
of “commentary” was the elucidation of the meaning (artha) of the original 
text. The Vedānta Mahāvākya Bhāṣā of the Niraǌ ani Manohardas and the 
Vairāgya Vṛnd of Bhagvandas are examples of this type of scholarship. These 
translations- cum- commentaries made knowledge  om Sanskrit texts avail-
able not only to “courtly” or elite audiences that, by the early modern period, 
were less and less conversant in Sanskrit, but also to non- elite audiences 
who did not have a history of prior engagement with the Sanskrit intellec-
tual and literary sphere; in the case of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sam-
praday in northwestern India, I believe this second group of readers consisted 
primarily of merchants (though individuals  om other castes and commu-
nities also produced and consumed such works). Finally, some vernacular 
intellectuals attempted to bring aspects of literary and aesthetic theory into 
the sphere of religious thought, composing original treatises on poetic and 
aesthetic questions, but  om a distinctly religious point of view. The Chand-
aratnāvalī of Hariramdas is one such work, presenting itself as a  treatise on 
10 Scholastic works of prose in the vernacular do begin to appear in the late eighteenth 
century; for example, the Paramānand Prabodh (1761?) of Anandram, a commentary on the 
Bhagavadgīta, and the Pārasbhāg of Bhai Addan, a translation of the Kimiyā- yī Sa’ādat of 
Al- Ghazali, among other works.
11
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prosody intended for religious poets, and insisting on the importance of 
correct poetic form to the realization of a work’s intended spiritual aff ect 
and eff ect.
These original works combined formerly distinct areas of knowledge like 
yoga and Advaita Vedanta, prosody and hymnology, and elements  om 
formerly distinct genres like dharma- śāstra (treatises on right conduct); 
bhāṣya, ṭīkā, and vṛtti (various types of commentary); and kāvya- śāstra, 
among others. This is how such vernacular works helped to redraw distinc-
tions between genres and arenas of discourse like the religious, the literary, 
and the philosophical. At the same time, the composers of these works 
imagined themselves to be operating fi rmly within the ambit of śāstra, the 
discursive mode o en translated as “treatise” that involves a distinctly sci-
entifi c approach to its subject matter, be that subject matter religion, litera-
ture, music, biology, gemology, and so on. Consequently, these works 
“produced” the vernacular intellectuals that produced them, in the sense 
that composing a work of the scholarship in the vernacular (in particular a 
commentary on, or translation of, a Sanskrit text) established an individual’s 
command over Sanskrit and its knowledge systems as well as his ability to 
compose in the vernacular—especially since, as noted above, commentaries 
and translations were always composed in rhymed verse. These works also 
helped to produce vernacular scholars in the sense that they were used as 
pedagogical materials, and thus through circulation, manuscripts of these 
works produced networks of scholars connected by theology and by exegeti-
cal tradition. These networks extended across both space (the geographical 
region) and time (the generations of teachers and disciples enumerated in 
the colophons that I describe below).
Manuscript Cultures on the Eve of Vernacularization
When literary and scholastic works in Hindi began to be composed and 
written down in the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries, what did the 
manuscript culture of North India look like? What types of textual artifacts 
were in circulation that could have served as models for the pioneers of ver-
nacular manuscript culture? There was, in fact, a dizzying array of inscribed 
12
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objects in numerous languages and using many diff erent kinds of materials, 
so I will mention only the most ubiquitous types here, since they appear to 
have had the greatest infl uence on the development of vernacular manuscript 
culture and are most pertinent to the question of scholastic literature.11
The fi rst of these was a manuscript most o en referred to in Hindi 
sources as pothī (Sanskrit pustaka > Prakrit puttha > Hindi pothī). Its wide, 
thin dimensions and orientation derive  om the palm leaves on which such 
manuscripts were inscribed; this was one of the most common types of 
manuscript (along with birch bark) used in pre- Sultanate South Asia for 
Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhramsha, as well as for Dravidian languages.12 
A er the establishment of Sultanate rule in the northern part of the sub-
continent at the turn of the thirteenth century, palm leaf was slowly replaced 
by paper in the north; however, these new paper manuscripts retained the 
dimensions, orientation, and decorative elements of their palm leaf arche-
types, to the extent that scribes and illustrators even placed decorative 
“holes” in the middle of folios, where strings would have passed through 
the palm leaf to “bind” them (fi g. 1).13 Pothīs were always made of loose 
11 For a general overview of manuscripts during this period, one may consult Jeremiah Losty, 
The Art of the Book in India (London: British Library, 1982), and B. N. Goswamy, ed., The 
Word Is Sacred, Sacred Is the Word: The Indian Manuscript Tradition (New Delhi: Niyogi 
Books, 2006); however, as works of art history, these studies tend to focus on outstanding 
examples of the book arts rather than on the general contours of manuscript culture itself. The 
study of manuscript culture during this period and its relationship to the various languages, 
genres, and performance practices of the time has yet to be undertaken. Francesca Orsini has 
provided some valuable suggestions for how one might begin such an undertaking (at least 
 om the point of view of literary history) in “How to Do Multilingual Literary History?”
12 The two most common types of leaves were those of the toddy palm (Borassus fl abelifer) and 
the talipot palm (Corypha umbraculifera), but the leaves of other species of trees were also used. 
Diff erences in tree species, and the relative abundance and size of diff erent species in diff erent 
geographical regions, led to a variety of “sizes” and “formats” among these manuscripts.
13 There is no evidence that the shi   om palm leaf to paper occurred immediately, or 
steadily, a er the introduction of paper manuscripts during the Sultanate period (which lasted 
 om roughly the late twel h to the early sixteenth centuries). The causes or catalysts of the 
shi  have yet to be identifi ed by historians, partly because so little is known about paper pro-
duction during the Sultanate period or, for that matter, about manuscript culture in general 
during this time. It is worth noting that, despite the overwhelming hegemony of paper during 
the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries, palm leaf continued to be used by some communi-
13
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folios; for storage these could be placed between two boards and tied with 
string or, more commonly in the early modern period, tied in a red cloth 
called a bastā (Persian, lit. “closed”). Compositions in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and 
Apabhramsha continued to be copied on such manuscripts throughout the 
period under consideration here (and, in fact, into the fi rst quarter of the 
twentieth century), with Jain monks and intellectuals producing and pre-
serving what is perhaps the greatest number of such manuscripts in the 
northwestern corner of the subcontinent.
The second major type of manuscript is referred to in early Hindi sources 
as kitāb (Arabic; not to be confused with al- kitāb, the Qur’an). This was a 
bound codex, most o en (though not always) tall and thin—that is, “por-
trait”—in orientation. Common bindings included leather, wood, and 
cardboard, and its folios—usually made  om paper, but occasionally parch-
ment—were sometimes used as canvases for elaborate programs of illumi-
ties in the north. (Meanwhile, in the south, the abundance and low cost of palm leaf meant that 
it continued to be used into the twentieth century.) On the history of paper making in South 
Asia, see S. A. K. Ghori and A. Rahman, “Paper Technology in Medieval India,” Indian Journal 
of History of Science 1, no. 2 (1966): 133–49, and Sita Ramaseshan, “The History of Paper in 
India Upto [sic] 1948,” Indian Journal of History of Science 24, no. 2 (1989): 103–2⒈ 
figure 1. Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, Indic MS 10, folio 1A. 
Pi .n .daviś uddhiv.rtt i (Purifi cation of the Body), a Jain work in Sanskrit; copy dated 1569 CE. 
Note the decorative space left  in the center of the folio where a thread would have passed 
through a palm- leaf manuscript.
14
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nation and illustration.14 This was the archetypical manuscript of the 
Islamicate (and more specifi cally Persianate) literary and scholastic culture 
that became part of the North Indian landscape a er the establishment of 
the Sultanates: in addition to being the vehicle for Persian and Arabic texts, 
the kitāb became the primary written manifestation of Persianized genres 
in the Indian vernaculars as well, such as the prem- ākhyān romance genre 
in early Hindi (fi g. 2).15 Closely related to the kitāb is the safīnah (Arabic via 
14 There is a relative scarcity of scholarship on book culture in the North Indian sultanates, 
with the few existing studies being carried out by art historians. See Éloïse Brac de la Perrière, 
L’art du livre dans l’Inde des sultanats (Paris: PUPS, 2008).
15 For an overview of this genre, see Aditya Behl, Love’s Subtle Magic: An Indian Islamic 
Literary Tradition, 1379–1545 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012). Although manu-
scripts of such Sufi  romances are also found copied in the Devanagari script and in the pothī 
format (including MS Indic 28 in the University of Pennsylvania collection), the earliest and 
greatest number of copies are found in the codex format and copied in the Perso- Arabic script. 
figure 2. Manchester, John Rylands Library, Hindustani MS 1. 
Candāyan, fols. 81B and 82A. An Islamic Sufi  romance composed in 1379 
CE and recognized by many to be the fi rst work of Hindi literature. 
Manuscript copied ca. 1570 CE.
15
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Persian, lit. “boat”), a (usually) bound notebook of long proportions in 
which students, connoisseurs, and aspiring poets in Persianate literary and 
scholastic culture would copy verses of poetry, anecdotes about poets, and 
other literary information (akin to the “writing tables” or “commonplace 
book” of early modern Europe); these were used by an individual and not 
intended for circulation.16
The third and fi nal type of textual artifact that predominated during this 
period was also a type of codex, and it also includes text artifacts that would 
most accurately be described as notebooks. Called a guṭkā (Sanskrit guṭikā, lit. 
“lump” or “ball”) in vernacular sources, this codex, bound on the vertical side 
in a cardboard or cloth cover, o en served as a notebook for poetry, song, 
hagiographies, travelogues, fi nancial records, yogic spells, astrological data, 
and really any information for which the user needed a written record (fi g. 3). 
These tended to be used by only one individual as an aide- memoire and 
were not intended for circulation; however, an individual could inherit a 
guṭkā and have folios added to it. Since the paper folios were folded over 
each other before being bound with string, these notebooks o en developed 
a rounded appearance (enhanced by subsequent additions of folios), and this 
round shape is most likely what earned them their name, guṭkā. It should 
be noted that the term guṭkā designated more of a physical format than a type 
of content, and so it was also sometimes applied to single, bound works that 
were intended for circulation; however, for the sake of clarity in the context 
of this essay, those works that I refer to as guṭkā are only those of the personal 
notebook type.
Even more interesting, a signifi cant number of copies in Devanagari conform to the codex 
format and impagination practices of their Perso- Arabic predecessors. 
16 It should be noted that the term saf īnah was also sometimes used for very deliberately 
cra ed collections of calligraphy. For example, the folio of calligraphy by (Mir) ‘Imad al- 
Hasani al- Katib (d. 1615) found in MS 1- 85- 15⒋ 77 at the U.S. Library of Congress is  om 
such a saf īnah. An individual’s saf īnah containing information about poets and verses of their 
poetry could o en become the textual foundation for a tazkirah (Persian, “memorandum”), a 
poetic anthology that was indeed intended for circulation. The relationship between such 
personal saf īnah (or bayāz) and the “published” tazkirah in South Asia has been remarked 
upon but not studied; see Frances Pritchett, Nets of Awareness: Urdu Poetry and Its Critics 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 6⒋ 
16
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These three major types of manuscripts, in addition to many other 
types of inscribed objects, circulated in the multilingual world of North 
India at the beginning of the rise of vernacular textual culture in the 
region (the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries). The pioneers of ver-
nacular literary and scholastic culture thus had a variety of models  om 
which to draw ideas and inspiration when they began to commit their 
compositions to writing. It is therefore signifi cant that monks like those 
of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday, as we will see in the follow-
ing sections, chose to inscribe their scholastic works (which they imag-
ined to be taking part in the discourse of śāstra) in the pothī format, as 
opposed to the kitāb or guṭkā format. That the monks of these communi-
ties did employ manuscripts of the kitāb and guṭkā types for texts of other 
genres and for purposes other than study (e.g., liturgy, communal sing-
ing) suggests that there existed a connection between the material form 
of a manuscript and the type of text inscribed within it. It is on this basis 
that we can speak of a “vernacular manuscript culture,” as opposed to the 
manuscript cultures of those linguistic and literary systems  om which it 
drew and in relation to which it positioned itself, such as Sanskrit, Persian, 
and Arabic.
figure 3. Jodhpur, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, MS 26334. Folios unnumbered. 
Copied 1687–96 CE. Pictured folios include Indic and Islamicate magic squares, incantations, 
and a recipe for eggplant that confers yogic powers. Manuscript consists primarily of religious 
hymns and poetry.
17
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A Scholarly Pothī
What distinguished the manuscript of a scholastic work  om other types of 
text artifacts in the vernacular manuscript culture of this period? Some of 
the elements particular to scholarly “books” have been hiding in plain sight 
but have passed largely unremarked upon in scholarship on vernacular liter-
ary culture, while other elements are less obvious. In this section, I will 
briefl y identi  the salient features of vernacular scholastic manuscripts, 
that is to say manuscripts that contained scholastic works in the vernacular 
and, importantly, that were intended for use or performance in the social and 
institutional contexts of scholarship and pedagogy.
The fi rst thing that one notices when surveying works of vernacular 
scholarship in Hindi  om the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth cen-
turies is that they are found overwhelmingly (though not exclusively) in the 
pothī format described above: the manuscripts consist of wide, thin, unbound 
folios inscribed on both sides and “bound” in a cloth bastā.17 The folios are 
always made of paper; by this time, paper- making industries had been 
established at various urban centers across the north, and cloth- made paper 
was readily available. Rajasthan, the region where the Dadu Panth and 
Niraǌ ani Sampraday were active, had its own centers of paper production, 
and was ringed by several more such centers.18 Folio dimensions varied 
widely, but the size and marking of margins (with one or two lines in red 
ink) appear to have been remarkably regular.19 The number of lines per folio 
17 Relatively few vernacular manuscripts  om this period are bound with string, or between 
wooden or cardboard boards. It is possible that some of the manuscripts now found in bastās 
were originally tied with string or between boards, but none of the manuscripts that I con-
sulted for this study showed signs of wear that would suggest the use of either string or 
boards. It should be noted that bastās too were changed over time, most likely due to wear; 
multiple manuscripts of the pothī type were o en stored in one bastā. Bastās were almost 
invariably red in color, with one explanation being that this color repels insects. 
18 Ghori and Rahman, Paper Technology in Medieval India, 137–4⒉  The major paper- making 
centers in Rajasthan were Sanganer (near Jaipur), Kota, and Tĳ ara (in Alwar). The majority 
of paper produced at these centers was made of cloth rags. 
19 Ascertaining just how regular the measuring and marking of margins were will require a 
quantitative study of a larger data set than that which I utilize in this paper. I have begun 
collecting data for such an analysis using manuscript catalogs  om Indian libraries, which 
18
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and characters per line also varied widely based on the size of the scribe’s 
hand, but at monasteries or other institutions where string guides or 
wooden embossing boards were used for ruling folios, these elements are 
uniform, providing us with clues as to which manuscripts may have been 
copied at the same location. Black ink was used for body text, and red ink 
was used for rubrics and other paratextual elements (sometimes, instead of 
red ink, scribes highlighted rubrics with red powder, o en made of vermil-
lion or hiṅgul).
These paratexts are an important but almost entirely overlooked ele-
ment of early vernacular literature in North India. Such paratexts included 
opening invocations (sacred syllables, titles of works, maṅgalācaraṇa verses 
intended to ward off  danger and give compositions an auspicious begin-
ning), section headings, the marking of direct and indirect quotations 
(e.g., rāma uvāca, “Ram said .  .  .”), verse numbers, poetic meters, rāgas 
(melodic structures), and colophons. In contrast to the body text of these 
early vernacular works, the paratexts were almost invariably in Sanskrit (or 
sometimes in a language that can most accurately be described as a ver-
nacularized, pidgin Sanskrit, in which Sanskrit lexicon and morphology 
are mixed with vernacular morphology, grammar, and syntax). These ele-
ments o en appear to have been added after the composition of the work 
by scribes, compilers, or scholars.
Why would scribes and scholars, like the Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani 
monks that we will examine shortly, add such paratexts to existing works, 
and in Sanskrit or pseudo- Sanskrit, especially when their intellectual proj-
ect, as it were, was to produce and make available knowledge in the ver-
nacular? I believe that inserting or appending such elements was part of 
the process through which vernacular intellectuals re- formed, re- presented, 
and edited vernacular texts into “proper” literary texts (kāvya) or works of 
“serious” scholarship (śāstra). If, as Pollock argues, the vernacular had to 
o en note details of folio size, lines per folio, etc. Goran Proot’s article, “Converging Design 
Paradigms: Long- Term Evolutions in the Layout of Title Pages of Latin and Vernacular 
Editions Published in the Southern Netherlands, 1541–1660,” Papers of the Bibliographical 
Society of America 108, no. 3 (2014): 269–305, has been particularly helpful in conceiving of 
such a study.
19
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assimilate the generic and discursive forms and conventions of the cosmo-
politan (i.e., Sanskrit) in order to become a vehicle of discourse, then it 
seems reasonable that its material, written representation should also need 
to assimilate the conventions of the cosmopolitan’s written textual culture 
in order to re- present the textual content as “literary,” “scholastic,” and so 
on. For example, the oldest manuscripts containing hymns by the saint 
Kabir (fl . sixteenth century?), which were copied in the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries in (mostly) bound, anthological hymnals, pres-
ent his compositions as individual lyrics, and if they include any paratext, 
it is only the name of the rāga in which the lyric is to be sung.20 In contrast, 
later manuscripts (dating  om the late seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries, and conforming to the pothī format) do something remarkably diff er-
ent: they present many of the same lyrics, but organize them thematically 
and provide introductory and closing passages in (pseudo- ) Sanskrit that 
re ame the lyrics as a unifi ed theological treatise.21 Such “repackaging” is 
found in manuscripts produced by monks of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani 
Sampraday, making these religious communities important agents in the 
re- inscription of vernacular song (gīta, a genre excluded  om the realm of 
literature in Sanskrit textual culture) into vernacular scholarship.22
20 These early manuscripts include the so- called Fatehpur manuscript and Goindval Pothis, 
as well as the sarvāṅgī (“comprehensive”) collections of the Dadu Panth, although the latter 
also group some of their material thematically. See Pada Sūradāsajī Kā / The Padas of Surdas, 
ed. Gopalnarayan Bahura and Kenneth Bryant (Jaipur: Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum, 
1984); The Goindval Pothis: The Earliest Extant Source of the Sikh Canon, ed. Gurinder Singh 
Mann (Cambridge, MA: Department of Sanskrit and Indian Studies, Harvard University, 
1996); Sarvāṅgī of Gopaldas: A 17th Century Anthology of Bhakti Literature, ed. Winand Calle-
waert (New Delhi: Manohar, 1993); The Sarvangi of the Dadupanthi Rajab, ed. Winand 
Callewaert (Leuven: Departement Oriëntalistiek, 1978).
21 Thus we fi nd manuscripts of Kabir’s poetry bearing titles like Jog Granth (“Treatise on 
Yoga”) and Granth Battisī (“Treatise of Thirty- Two Verses”), titles that are subsequently used 
by scribes to group together lyrics by other saint- poets such as Dadu Dayal and Haridas 
Niraǌ ani. I have explored this phenomenon in Bhakti Kāvya Meṁ Nirguṇ- Saguṇ Vibhājan Kā 
Aitihāsik Adhyayan / An Historical Study of the Nirgun- Sagun Distinction in Bhakti Poetry, 
MPhil thesis, Jawaharlal Nehru University, 2007, 44–6⒈ 
22 The relative chronology here—in which early vernacular manuscripts appear thin in 
terms of Sanskrit paratexts and later manuscripts appear to use them more extensively—raises 
a question regarding Pollock’s theory of vernacularization. If literization of the vernacular 
20
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As I suggested briefl y above, the multilinguistic character of North 
Indian literary culture and the variety of textual artifacts that were in cir-
culation at the time when the pioneers of Hindi were beginning to trans-
form this vernacular into a literary language provided a variegated fi eld of 
models and possibilities. This complicates Pollock’s model of vernaculariza-
tion, in which the vernacular recasts itself largely in the mold of a single 
cosmopolitan (e.g., French emulating Latin, Kannada emulating Sanskrit, 
Urdu emulating Persian).23 Here, the multipolar discursive and material 
dimensions of textuality make for a richer and more complicated process 
of appropriation, assimilation, and innovation. This complexity is refl ected 
in the paratexts of the scholastic works under consideration here: although 
ostensibly adopted  om Sanskrit textual culture, neither their language (a 
“vernacularized” form of Sanskrit) nor their content exactly resembles that 
found in Sanskrit textual culture. For example, the  equent use of terms 
like atha (“now [begins]”), iti samāptam (“thus ends”), likhyatam/likhitam/
likhyam (“[it] is written”), tathā dohā (“thus a couplet”), praśna (“a ques-
tion”), and uttara (“an answer”) does not parallel their use in Sanskrit śāstra 
(or in any other genre, for that matter).
occurred through the adoption of Sanskrit conventions, then why do we see this more in later 
manuscripts, when the vernacular had become somewhat established as a literary and scholas-
tic medium, and less in earlier manuscripts, when (one assumes) the pioneers of the vernacular 
would have been harder pressed to demonstrate the vernacular’s literary and scholastic char-
acter? At present, it appears to me that the early manuscripts (being as they are primarily song 
books) refl ect less of a concern with scholastic self- fashioning, and that the later manuscripts 
refl ect an increasing self- consciousness of the communities’ scholastic identity. This argument 
can only be made for the anthologies of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday; other 
communities like the Sikh tradition appear to have followed a diff erent trajectory, thus further 
complicating Pollock’s model.
23 Here I do not mean to oversimpli  Pollock’s theory, which simultaneously recognizes in 
the vernacular something “new” and “ esh” that is rooted in “place,” and something that 
reaches back to the model provided by the cosmopolitan (and therefore place- less) theoriza-
tion of the Sanskrit literary system (Language of the Gods, 283–91). Pollock of course recog-
nizes the emergence of new genres and literary and rhetorical forms particular to the vernacular, 
but these are still theorized (by both pre- modern Indian commentators as well as by Pollock) 
in relation to the single and singular archetype of Sanskrit.
21
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Furthermore, at the risk of repetition, I want to emphasize that the 
dynamics of vernacularization in a multilinguistic literary and scholastic 
environment are also refl ected in the very choice of the pothī, over other 
forms, as the material vehicle for the scholastic thought of Hindu religious 
communities like the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday. The monks of 
these religious orders—like their peers in other so- called bhakti (“devo-
tion”) sects of the time, such as the Pusthimarg, Kabir Panth, Ramanandi 
Sampraday, and Ram Snehi Sampraday—inscribed their scholastic works 
into the type of manuscript that typically held works of śāstra in Sanskrit, 
again refl ecting their understanding that they were participating in a tradi-
tion of śāstra. These same monks inscribed other types of texts—most o en 
hymns, but also hagiographies, mahātmyas (works extolling and explaining 
the purpose of a particular festival, ritual, or text), and works used for teach-
ing in the context of communal worship among lay devotees (as opposed to 
study among educated monks)—into codices of the kitāb and guṭkā types, 
and in doing so they appear to have been emulating the use of the Qur’an as 
a symbolic focal point and ritual implement in communal worship in the 
Islamic traditions of the region.24 These distinctions refl ect a pronounced if 
rough correspondence between genre, performance context, and the mate-
rial form of the “book” in early vernacular manuscript culture, a situation 
that arose precisely because of the possibilities off ered by the multilingual 
literary environment of the time and its correspondingly multifarious manu-
script culture. The multireligious context of early modern North India also 
clearly contributed to this diversity of manuscript forms (as the aforemen-
tioned example of the Qur’an should make clear), but I want to emphasize 
that religious diff erence does not appear to have been a primary factor or 
24 Gurinder Singh Mann has noted that ritual practices around the Qur’an likely infl uenced 
the development of the Sikh scripture, the Guru Granth Sāhib, into the focal point of the Sikh 
ritual and theological imagination. Mann is careful to point out that it was the use of the 
material object of the Qur’an in pedagogical and liturgical contexts and its presence in the 
physical space of a mosque, not necessarily its textual content, around which Muslim practices 
took shape. Gurinder Singh Mann, The Making of Sikh Scripture (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 2001), ⒓   I have argued that a similar infl uence was at work on the Dadu Panth 
and Niraǌ ani Sampraday. Tyler Williams, Sacred Sounds and Sacred Books (PhD diss., 
Columbia University, 2014), 279–34⒈  
22
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driver of this diversity. Hindu religious sects like the Dadu Panth and Niran-
jani Sampraday do not appear to have adopted manuscript forms based on 
any straightforwardly communal association with Hindu or Muslim tradi-
tions; rather, they utilized all of these forms, in diff erent contexts, based on 
associations of textual genre and performance practices. Thus, hymns of 
Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani poets appear most  equently in guṭkās (and less 
 equently in pothīs), while the scholastic works of Dadu Panthi and Niran-
jani poets appear most  equently in pothīs and almost never in guṭkās.
Producing Manuscripts of Scholarly Works
Who produced these manuscripts, and where and how did they produce 
them? In the case of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday, scholastic 
manuscripts (and most other manuscripts of sectarian works) were copied 
by initiated (celibate and non- celibate) monks or sādhus working at monas-
teries (maṭhs) and at non- monastic religious centers simply called dhāms 
(“abodes”), where both communal worship by lay devotees and more solitary 
worship by monks would take place.25 We know that these texts were copied 
at such locations because the copyists were o en diligent about noting the 
location of copying in the manuscripts’ colophons (fi g. 4). Using this geo- 
spatial metadata, so to speak, we can actually track the relative volume of 
manuscript production at diff erent monastic centers (fi g. 5). The data that I 
have been able to collect and process so far suggests a correlation between 
the volume of manuscript production and the presence of a signifi cant 
25 Part of the disruptive nature of these vernacular religious movements in the region under 
consideration here (o en referred to as bhakti movements, bhakti being roughly translatable as 
a kind of shared devotion) was that they were not centered around temple worship, the tradi-
tional physical and institutional locus of the upper caste priesthood and monastic culture. 
Instead, they initially occupied the physical space of markets and other public areas, as well as 
the courtyards of private residences. When they did establish their own physical “places,” 
these were characterized by open, multiuse spaces for congregation (without the focal point of 
an image or garbha- gṛha, i.e., central sanctum housing a deity). They also built maṭhs or 
monasteries, which o en served as locations for communal worship by lay devotees as much 
as they provided a space for quiet contemplation by monks. 
23
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population of lay devotees hailing  om merchant castes at a given location; 
that is, more manuscripts were produced by Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani 
monks at cities that were major trade centers and that were home to large 
merchant communities, suggesting a connection between mercantile liter-
acy and either the production, consumption, or circulation of written texts.
We also know a relatively fair amount about the identities of these monk 
copyists because they included information about themselves and about 
their monastic lineage in their colophons (fi g. 4). Why would a copyist 
include his own name, as well as the name of his guru, his guru’s guru, and 
so on? I believe that these colophons play an important role in certi ing the 
quality with which a text was transmitted and “edited.” In the pedagogical 
and scholastic world of early modern North India, texts were never intended 
to be read or accessed without the mediation of a qualifi ed (adhikṛta) teacher: 
the written text was understood to be a prosthetic of memory, and the locus 
of the actual or “true” text was understood to be the mind of the teacher.26 
26 This understanding is vividly refl ected in a vignette shared by the Sufi  saint Nizamuddin 
Auliya with his disciples: when Nizamuddin’s spiritual master, Sheikh Fariduddin, fi nds that 
figure 4. Jodhpur, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, MS 27518, fol. 32A. Th e 
Rāmcarit mānas of Tulsidas. Copied 1704. Th e colophon reads: “Saturday, the second day of 
the dark half of the month of Phalgun, 1759 [5 March 1704]. Copied by Gangaram, disciple 
of Swami Lakshmidas, disciple of Swami Khemdas, disciple of Narhardas, disciple of the 
Great, Fully- Realized Dayal Ji [Haridas Niranjani], in [the city of] Didvana, for reading by 
Bhudhardas. Obeisance to the Great, Fully- Realized Supreme Soul. Obeisance to the 
Great, Fully- Realized Beloved of the Daughter of Janaka [i.e., Rama]. Ram Ram Ram Ram.”
24
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Therefore, when copyists wrote down their guru- disciple lineage at the end 
of the manuscript, they performed their intellectual pedigree and attested 
to the quality of the intellectual and institutional context in which the 
copied text had been transmitted.
Circulation of Vernacular Scholastic Texts
We can draw some tentative conclusions about the circulation and reception 
of these scholastic texts by looking at their colophons and at the collections 
in which the manuscripts are found, as well as by examining notations, 
a manuscript  om which he is teaching contains numerous errors, the young Nizamuddin 
off ers to fetch the Sheikh a better copy. The off ended master asks his pupil, “Has the dervish 
no power to correct a defective manuscript?” Morals for the Heart: Conversations of Shaykh 
Nizam Ad- Din Awliya Recorded by Amir Hasan Sĳ zi, ed. and trans. Bruce Lawrence (New York: 
Paulist Press, 1992), 10⒐ 
figure 5. Production of manuscripts by Niranjani monks, 1680–1800. Production was 
higher in cities with signifi cant trade and merchant populations. Map produced using 
Google spreadsheets and Google Earth. © 2015 Google Inc., used with permission. Google 
and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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seals, and other information appended to them a er their creation.27 In 
some colophons, the scribe clearly states that he has copied the text for his 
own guru. This is phrased as paṭhanārtha, a calque  om Sanskrit meaning 
“so that (X) may read (Y).  .  .  .” For example, the  equently encountered 
phrase guru paṭhanārtha likhitam can be translated as “[the text] was copied 
for the purpose of the guru’s reading.” The term paṭhana, however, also has 
other meanings, including “to study” or “to recite”  om a written (or even 
unwritten) text. Therefore, in cases in which the scribe has copied a text for 
his teacher, it should not be assumed that the text has been copied so that 
the teacher may “read it” in the sense of encountering it for the fi rst time; 
rather, it is more likely that the scribe has made the copy so that the teacher 
may teach  om it, or use it as a reference, an aide memoire. This is consistent 
with the scholastic and pedagogical culture of sects like the Dadu Panth 
and Niraǌ ani Sampraday, in which qualifi ed religious preceptors were 
understood to be the repositories and arbiters of the authentic text. The 
manuscript is thus a marker of a certain type of exchange between master 
and disciple: the scribal labor of the disciple is exchanged for the (continu-
ing) pedagogical labor of the guru (and, of course, his spiritual blessings). 
The disciple copies the text, a form of material (even mechanical) labor, so 
that the guru may mediate the text to him, a form of intellectual labor.
We do, on occasion, fi nd among the manuscripts of the Dadu Panth and 
Niraǌ ani Sampraday (as well as other religious groups of the time) manu-
scripts copied by a monk for a lay devotee. For example, the colophon of MS 
26094 of the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur, a copy of the 
Viṣṇusahasranām of Hariramdas of the Niraǌ ani Sampraday, reports that 
the manuscript was “copied on Monday of the 7th day of the bright fort-
night of Phalgun, 1919 (25th of February, 1863) by the devotee of Vishnu, 
27 We must be careful when determining the signifi cance of where manuscripts are found in 
the modern period: many manuscripts passed through multiple hands and collections before 
arriving at their current homes, and large- scale manuscript surveys carried out by libraries, 
museums, and literary institutions in the colonial and postcolonial periods have resulted in the 
relocation of large numbers of manuscripts. Nevertheless, when adequate information is avail-
able about the provenance of a manuscript and the history of the collection in which it is 
found, we can draw some fascinating inferences. 
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Dularam, for reading by the devotee of Vishnu, Manganiram. Copied in the 
village of Muḍvā.” Here, the term vaiṣṇav (devotee of Vishnu) marks a 
shared sectarian affi  liation.28 Wealthy lay devotees, in particular merchants, 
not only provided critical fi nancial and logistical support to the monastic 
leadership of religious communities like the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani 
Sampraday but also took an active interest in the production of religious 
and scholastic literature, sometimes composing works themselves.29 In this 
context, manuscripts like MS 26094 mark an exchange of scribal labor, on 
the part of the monk, for the fi nancial and/or logistical support of the lay 
devotee. In the case of copies of scholastic works by monks of the commu-
nity, it could be argued that this was also an exchange of knowledge for 
material patronage.
Some monks also used their scribal skills for commercial purposes, copy-
ing texts in exchange for money. This is a very familiar type of exchange, the 
exchange of labor for currency, that was common during this period. Such 
scribes o en copied texts  om multiple languages, as the process of copying 
was largely mechanical in nature and did not necessarily require an under-
standing of the meaning of a text. Manuscripts that appear to have been 
copied by Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani monks for non- devotee clients are 
occasionally found, and interestingly, they include texts by authors and tra-
ditions other than those of the sects themselves, again suggesting that the 
28 The term vaiṣṇav is, of course, a much broader appellation for any devotee of Vishnu or 
his avatars (such as Ram and Krishna), as well as an adjective used for anything related to the 
worship of Vishnu and his avatars. Yet in the context of early modern Rajasthan, the use of this 
term in manuscripts and inscriptions tends to occur in the context of shared sectarian affi  liation 
(and is emphasized, as in this case, by the repeated use of the term for both members of an 
exchange). Those familiar with the religious history of this region will likely fi nd the use of the 
term for members of sects like the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday strange since both of 
these sects are known to have rejected the worship of anthropomorphic deities. In fact, both of 
these groups were signifi cantly vaiṣṇav in their religious aesthetic and rituals, a complexity 
that cannot be addressed in detail here but which deserves greater scholarly attention. 
29 On merchants and the bhakti religious communities of northwestern India, see Tyler 
Williams, “The Ties that Bind: Individual, Family, and Community in Northwestern Bhakti,” 
in Bhakti and Power: Debating India’s Religion of the Heart, ed. John Stratton Hawley, 
Christian Lee Novetzke, and Swapna Sharma (Seattle: University of Washington Press, forth-
coming 2019).
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text was copied as a commercial service rather than as any type of religiously 
connected labor.30
Some manuscripts of scholastic texts, especially works on Advaita Vedanta 
and yoga (like the Jñān Samudra of Sundardas and the Vedānta Mahāvākya 
Bhāṣā of Manohardas), commentaries on the Hindu scripture of the Bhāga-
vata Purāṇa and on works of Sanskrit kāvya (like the Vairāgya Vṛnd of 
Bhag vandas), and also a few sectarian works on poetics (like the Chanda-
ratnāvalī of Hariramdas) appear to have circulated far beyond the scribe’s 
sectarian community.31 (Some of these manuscripts include mention of the 
intended “reader” in the colophon; many do not.) In the case of the Dadu 
Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday, the two sects appear to have carried on 
their most robust intellectual and textual exchanges with each other: the 
greatest number of manuscripts produced by Niraǌ ani monks but found in 
other sectarian collections are found in the manuscript libraries of the Dadu 
Panth, and vice versa. This would seem to make sense, as these two reli-
gious orders were highly similar in terms of theology, ritual, and religious 
and literary aesthetics and were o en in competition for patronage and for 
monastic initiates  om the same merchant communities.32
Manuscripts of these same texts also ended up at royal courts in the 
region, in particular the Rajput courts at Jaipur, Jodhpur, and Nagaur. For 
example, a Niraǌ ani monk copied a manuscript of the Vairāgya Vṛnd of 
Bhagvandas for the court of King Jai Singh II at Jaipur in 1737;33 in 1778 the 
Niraǌ ani monk Mangaldas copied a collection of works on Advaita Vedanta 
30 On the other hand, we also fi nd manuscripts of Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani works copied 
completely “outside” the sectarian context, i.e., by scribes without clear sectarian affi  liation, 
and for patrons without any clear sectarian affi  liation. This seems to be the case, for example, 
with the manuscript of Hariramdas’s Chandaratnāvalī in the Shri Saraswati Pustakalaya 
library in Fatehpur, the colophon of which reads “Copied on Wednesday of the bright half of 
the month of Margasir, Samvat 1851 [either 26 November or 3 December 1794], for reading 
by the Brahmin Rambaksh.”
31 Even some manuscripts that do mention the intended user in the colophon ended up in 
other sectarian collections, raising fascinating questions about what types of intellectual and 
material exchanges occurred between monks of diff erent sects such that these manuscripts 
moved  om one sect to another. 
32 Williams, “The Ties that Bind.”
33 MS 2440.28, Maharaja Sawai Singh II Museum, Jaipur.
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for the Rathore king Vĳ ay Singh’s sons Sher Singh and Guman Singh at 
Nagaur; and Manohardas’s Vedānta Mahāvākya Bhāṣā and Gyān Mañjarī 
were copied for the Kacchwaha court at Jaipur in 1722 and 1748, respectively. 
(A copy of Manohardas’s Ṣaṭpraśni Nirṇaya Bhāṣā, a work of metaphysics in 
the tradition of Advaita Vedanta, is found in the royal collection at Jodhpur, 
and Bhagvandas’s Bhāgavad Gīta Bhāṣā, a commentary/translation of the 
Bhagavad Gītā, is found in the royal collection at Jaipur, but since it is 
unknown when and how these manuscripts came into these collections, it is 
diffi  cult to say whether they were ever intended for use in the courts, or if 
they arrived there by accident.)34
The dominant stream of thought in modern Hindi scholarship has 
emphasized the social, religious, and political distance of communities like 
the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday  om the royal courts of their 
day, arguing that such bhakti communities, because of their general opposi-
tion to the theistic worship of anthropomorphic gods and their images 
(especially gods associated with the cults of royal courts, like the god- king 
Ram) and because of their social ideology of spiritual equality across caste 
distinctions, constituted a challenge to high- caste, religiously orthodox 
political elites.35 The circulation of Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani texts at royal 
courts contradicts this logic and points to yet another type of exchange. 
This exchange occurred between human representatives of religious and 
political power, and it was an exchange of religious and political forms of 
power, through the currency of knowledge, in the material form of the 
34 Royal and sub- royal political elites  equently acquired the libraries of other elites through 
gi , marriage, or conquest; this is seen, for example, in the case of the earliest dated manu-
script of Hindi, the Fatehpur manuscript (see the introduction to Bahura and Bryant, Pad 
Sūrdāsjī Kā).
35 Representative studies include the volume Bhakti Religion in North India: Community 
Identity and Political Action, ed. David Lorenzen (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1995); and Harinarayan Thakur, Bhārat Meṁ Picaṛā Varg Āndolan Aur Parivartan Kā 
Nayā Samāj- Śāstra (Delhi: Kalpaz Publications, 2009), 66–7⒎  The characterization of these 
religious movements as being positioned in opposition to institutions of religious, social, and 
political power is certainly not incorrect; the poetic and hagiographical texts of the communi-
ties contain powerful critiques of the power structures of their day. Yet the historical realities 
of the social and political strategies employed by these groups diff er somewhat  om the ideo-
logical positions articulated in their texts. 
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manuscript. Political power, in the form of Hindu kingship, was articulated 
in part through the assertion of moral authority, and an individual’s moral 
authority came about through the study of religious texts. Contemporary 
encomiums dedicated to Rajput kings praise their study of the scriptures 
(the Vedas, Puranas, and śāstras) and their corresponding ability to adjudi-
cate legal disputes and dispense justice. Just as important as his moral 
authority was a ruler’s intellectual acumen, in particular his appreciation of 
and discernment in matters of literature (kāvya), music (saṅgīta), and various 
material and performing arts (kalā).
In the context of relatively low levels of literacy in Sanskrit among politi-
cal elites during this period in North India (or at least the very low levels of 
production of scholarship in Sanskrit at courts in the region), vernacular 
intellectuals like the monks of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday 
produced works that gave rulers and their courtiers access to the knowledge 
systems of Sanskrit, but in literary Hindi, a language in which those rulers 
and courtiers themselves composed.36 For example, the Vedānta Mahāvākya 
Bhāṣā of Manohardas presents a selection of important quotations  om the 
Chandogya Upaniṣad with translations and commentary composed in Hindi 
verse, providing those unfamiliar with Vedic Sanskrit insight into a founda-
tional text of Advaita Vedanta. Similarly, the Vairāgya Vṛnd of Bhagvandas 
presents the original Sanskrit verses, along with Hindi translations and 
versifi ed commentary, of the Vairāgya Śataka (One Hundred Verses on Non- 
attachment) attributed to the legendary poet- king Bhartrihari. This latter 
text had been,  om the medieval period, a primer of sorts for courtly elites: 
the content of its aphoristic verses educated the reader on ethics, love, and 
spiritual fulfi llment, while the poetic qualities of the verses provided him (or 
36 The supposed “decline” or “death” of Sanskrit is a contentious issue that is outside the 
scope of this essay. As Pollock has pointed out, the centuries immediately preceding the 
colonial encounter actually saw the production of ingenious works in Sanskrit; see “The Death 
of Sanskrit,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 43, no. 2 (2001): 392–42⒍  See also 
Sudipta Kaviraj, “The Sudden Death of Sanskrit Knowledge,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 33, 
no. 1 (2005): 119–4⒉  Yet the textual output in Sanskrit at Rajput courts during this period is 
clearly miniscule in comparison to the textual output in Hindi, in particular by kings and 
princes themselves. Prime examples include Jaswant Singh of Marwar (r. 1638–1678), Savant 
Singh of Kishangarh (r. 1748–1757), and Pratap Singh of Jaipur (r. 1778–1803).
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possibly her) an education in the elements of good literature. Being able to 
quote verses  om such a collection in appropriate contexts was considered an 
essential skill of the cultivated individual. A work like Bhagvandas’s Vairāgya 
Vṛnd thus provided its reader with not only the Sanskrit original verses for 
memorization but also a “cheat sheet” to explain their meaning (as well as 
equally well- wrought vernacular equivalents).37
In exchange for the monks’ service of providing educational material 
that was central to the construction of royal authority, political elites— om 
Rajput kings to their “lesser” cousins, who as local lords presided over the 
collection of tax revenue and maintained law and order in the parganas or 
districts of the kingdom—provided tax-  ee land grants to religious com-
munities and sometimes even provided funds for the building of monaster-
ies and other sectarian construction projects. The “headquarters” or central 
monastic branches of both the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday were 
built on such land grants, and in the case of the Dadu Panth, a number of 
the buildings, gates, and tanks in the central monastic complex can be 
attributed to the patronage of particular Rajput and Mughal elites.38
In the context of this exchange between the brokers of religious power 
and the brokers of political power, let us return to the object of the manu-
script. When a monk like Mangaldas of the Niraǌ ani Sampraday concluded 
his copying of a treatise on Advaita Vedanta with the words “copied by Man-
galdas Niraǌ ani for the reading/study of Sher Singh and Guman Singh, sons 
of the Great King Vĳ ay Singh,” he was marking the paper manuscript as 
a token or receipt of exchange—that is, the exchange of intellectual and 
political power. If we read the colophons of such manuscripts in light of what 
we know about such relationships of patronage and power, then we see that 
the listing of the scribe’s teacher- disciple lineage, and the royal lineage of the 
37 For more on these types of commentary, see Tyler Williams, “Commentary as Transla-
tion: The Vairāgya Vṛnd of Bhagvandas Niraǌ ani,” in Text and Tradition in Early Modern 
North India, ed. Tyler Williams, Anshu Malhotra, and John S. Hawley (New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 2018), 99–12⒌ 
38 On early building projects and patronage in the Dadu Panth, see the fi rst volume of 
Narayandas, Śrī Dādū Panth Paricay. On the construction of the Niraǌ ani center at Didvana, 
see Williams, Sacred Sounds and Sacred Books, 153–5⒋ 
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king, tied both together into a relationship of interdependence that was 
imagined to stretch across generations. Notations of the date and location of 
the manuscript’s completion mark a historical expression of alliance, and not 
just fealty, since monks like Mangaldas Niraǌ ani found themselves in com-
petition with other sectarian traditions for the crown’s economic support—
again, in the form of tax-  ee land grants and subsidization of building 
projects—and for its symbolic patronage: for if the hagiographies of the 
period, fi lled as they are with stories of saints ministering to kings, teach us 
anything, it is that claiming a royal fi gure as one’s disciple was an important 
way of increasing the prestige of one’s sect, and thus served as a “marketing 
tool” for recruiting disciples.39 And if the manuscript moved between diff er-
ent royal collections—a not in equent occurrence, as noted above—then a 
colophon acted as a note to potential future readers (and potentially powerful 
future readers) of who was responsible for the creation of the manuscript, and 
therefore of whom one should go to for good copies of good scholarship.
In summary, colophons and other paratexts in scholastic manuscripts 
mark moments of not only intellectual but sometimes also social, political, 
and economic exchange. These exchanges of knowledge—for labor, for mon-
etary currency, for social and political prestige and infl uence—constituted 
intellectual networks across sectarian, social, political, and sometimes regional 
boundaries. For example, the scholastic works of Niraǌ ani monks made their 
way into the collections of the Dadu Panth monasteries in Rajasthan, of 
Rajput courts in the region (including the powerful courts of Amber/Jaipur 
and Jodhpur/Nagaur), of wealthy local merchants, and even of some com-
munities outside of the region, like Sikh communities in the Puǌ ab.40 And 
this movement of texts was not unidirectional: manuscript copies of religious 
39 The hagiographical texts of the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday illustrate this point 
beautifully, as they record their respective saints’ service to both royal and merchant com-
munities. For the titles of these hagiographies and their dates, see below. On the fi erce com-
petition between religious sects for human and fi nancial resources in early modern north 
India, see Richard Burghart, “The Founding of the Ramanandi Sect,” Ethnohistory 25, no. 2 
(1978): 121–3⒐ 
40 For example, one fi nds in Puǌ ab manuscripts of Niraǌ ani works copied together with 
Sikh texts in the Gurmukhi script. MSS 1428 and M- 105, AC Joshi Library, Puǌ ab Univer-
sity, Chandigarh.
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scholarship by Dadu Panthi saints, literary scholarship by the court poet 
Keshavdas, and hagiographical works by monks of the Ramanandi Sampra-
day all made their way into the hands of Niraǌ ani religious teachers, hav-
ing been copied most o en (but not exclusively) by Niraǌ ani scribes. Tracing 
the movement of these texts, we begin to see the broad outlines of an intel-
lectual network in which monastic, non- monastic, courtly, non- courtly, 
Sanskrit- conversant, and Sanskrit- agnostic vernacular intellectuals exchanged 
texts and ideas. The heterogeneity of these agents and their sectarian and 
social locations tells us that their intellectual world did not necessarily 
observe the distinctions of religious/courtly, cosmopolitan/vernacular, and 
elite religion/subaltern religion that have become so familiar (and o en 
uncritically so) in modern scholarship on this period in South Asian history.
Reception and Performance
At present, it is diffi  cult to draw many conclusions about how these material 
texts were used in pedagogical (or other) contexts because of ⑴   a general 
absence of notation and other markings on the manuscripts themselves 
and ⑵   the scarcity of documentary sources that mention or describe such 
performance contexts in any detail. The lack of notation on these manu-
scripts is itself remarkable in that it contrasts so sharply with the case of 
contemporary manuscripts  om Islamicate scholastic contexts. Manuscripts 
that circulated in contexts of Islamic learning in the languages of Persian, 
Arabic, and indeed in literary dialects of Hindi written in the Perso- Arabic 
script dating to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries o en include 
notes made by their readers. These notes included references to other works, 
citations appended to quotations or statements in the text, lines of poetry, 
quotations, and other textual information that, occasioned by something in 
the text, came to the mind of the reader.41 As such, they are an invaluable 
41 An excellent example of such notation in a work of Hindi copied in Perso- Arabic script 
is provide by Shantanu Phukan in “‘Through Throats Where Many Rivers Meet’: The Ecol-
ogy of Hindi in the World of Persia,” Indian Economic and Social History Review 38, no. 33 
(2001): 33–5⒏ 
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source for reconstructing precolonial reading and intellectual practices. 
Rarely does one fi nd such traces of intellectual operations in the folios of 
the pothī manuscripts considered here. So where and how were those intel-
lectual operations carried out?
Scattered references and descriptions  om texts and paintings provide 
us with some circumstantial evidence on which to hypothesize modes of 
performance and pedagogy. The hagiographies of the founding saints of the 
Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sampraday—the Dādū Janm Līlā (Divine Play 
of the Life of Dadu, 1620) of Gopaldas, the Dayāl Jī Kī Pañc Paracai (The 
Five Trials of Dayāl Jī [Haridas], ca. 1738–79), and the Paracai (Trials of 
[Haridas], ca. 1800) of Raghunathdas all describe meetings of lay devotees 
in which the religious leader would teach extemporaneously; when the 
leader passed, his disciples (monks) would continue his ministry to the lay 
devotees, but were provided with written copies of the founder’s poetry  om 
which to teach.42 Monika Horstmann has characterized the bound guṭkās 
that such monks copied as “vademecums” containing epigrams as well as 
hymns that would anchor the monk’s otherwise extemporaneous teaching: 
each poem provided an occasion and  amework for an improvised sermon 
(pravacan) on a topic (such as greed, liberation, lust, non- attachment, etc.).43 
This paints a rough picture of the scene of monks’ ministering to lay fol-
lowers, emphasizing the written text’s role as a memory prosthetic used 
42 Jangopal, Dādū Janm Līlā (The Divine Play of Dadu’s Life), ed. Winand Callewaert as 
The Hindi Biography of Dadu Dayal (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1988). Hariramdas, Dayāl Jī 
Kī Pañc Paracai (The Five Trials of Dayāl Jī) of Hariramdas, composed between 1738 and 
1779; Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute Jodhpur MS 24778, dated 1817 CE. Raghunath-
das, Paracai, in Mangaldas, Śrī Mahārāj Haridāsjī Kī Vāṇī, 217–4⒉  The Sant Guṇ Sāgar (Sea 
of the Virtues of the Saints, 1604?) of Madhavdas relates how, upon the death of Dadu, his 
son and successor “admonished and reminded every Sant that he should keep a scripture.” 
Verse 2⒌ 5, quoted in Monika Horstmann, “Dādūpanthi Anthologies of the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries,” in Bhakti in Current Research: Proceedings of the Ninth International 
Conference on Early Devotional Literature in New Indo- Aryan Languages, Heidelberg, 23–26 
July 2003, ed. Monika Horstmann (New Delhi: Manohar, 2006), 167–6⒐ 
43 Horstmann, “Dādūpanthi Anthologies of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,” 164, 
173–76; Horstmann, “The Example in Dadupanthi Homiletics,” in Orsini and Schofi eld, 
Tellings and Texts, 31–5⒐  
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sparingly to anchor or occasion oral and improvised discourse. But the scho-
lastic texts in question here—works of Advaita Vedanta, scriptural com-
mentary, literary theory—were probably not intended for lay devotees; 
rather, they were intended for educated monks. Furthermore, it seems 
unlikely that the pothīs containing these works—relatively large, unbound, 
delicate, and somewhat unwieldy in their bastās—were carried around by 
monks who were constantly on the move. (The aforementioned guṭkās or 
vademecums were much better suited to this purpose.) So where and how 
were the pothīs used?
For this question, sources and scholarship regarding other textual genres 
of the period may provide some help. In particular, performance practices 
related to the Sanskrit purāṇās (a type of compendium of mythical and 
historical narratives, genealogies, cosmologies, and geographies) and to the 
Rāmcaritmānas (ca. 1600) of Tulsidas (an immensely popular retelling of the 
epic of Rama in one of the literary dialects of Hindi) suggest possible ways 
in which scholastic manuscripts may have been “used.” The comparison 
seems particularly promising because the purāṇas and Rāmcaritmānas cir-
culated in pothīs quite similar to those of these scholastic works in Hindi. 
In the cases of both the Sanskrit purāṇas and the Hindi Rāmcaritmānas, 
portions of the written text were indeed “read aloud”  om the page, but the 
recitation of each portion, be it a verse, a short lyric, a vignette, or just a 
line, was used as an occasion for an extended exegesis and homily in the 
vernacular.44 A work was never read  om beginning to end in one sitting; 
rather its recitation, o en occurring over several days, was transformed into 
a journey during which the listeners o en stopped with the professional 
44 See Rosalind O’Hanlon, “Performance in a World of Paper: Puranic Histories and Social 
Communication in Early Modern India,” Past & Present 219, no. 1 (2013): 87–126; Philip 
Lutgendorf, The Life of a Text: Performing the Rāmcaritmānas of Tulsidas (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1991), in particular chapter 3, “The Text Expounded: The Development 
of Manas Katha.” On contemporary performance of the purāṇas, see McComas Taylor, Seven 
Days of Nectar: Contemporary Oral Performance of the Bhāgavatapurāṇa (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2016).
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reciter on the side of the main narrative path to ponder some scene or event 
at length.
Visual and material aspects of scholastic manuscripts in Hindi suggest 
that they were used in a similar fashion. Their material was organized and 
visually marked in such a manner as to aid the user in the type of text- 
anchored yet extemporaneous discourse described above. Let us take, for 
example, MS 26579 of the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute Jodhpur, 
a copy of the Vedānt Mahāvākya Bhāṣā completed in 1797 by the monk 
Jairamdas (fi g. 6). As mentioned earlier, the text presents the most famous 
metaphysical propositions of the Sanskrit Chandogya Upaniṣad along with 
vernacular translation and commentary. Jairamdas (or a subsequent user of 
the manuscript) has used hiṅgul powder to highlight the original Sanskrit 
verses; vernacular verses that summarize the meaning of the Sanskrit; sec-
tion headings that designate the topic to be dealt with in the coming verses, 
or indicate that the current topic is complete; terms like pakṣa (subject- 
locus, thesis), vipakṣa (counter- case, antithesis), pakṣāntare (alternative 
case), and dṛṣṭānta (example, instance), all terms adopted  om Sanskrit and 
used to structure dialectic exposition; the terms praśna (question) and 
uttara (answer), used to mark questions put forth by a disciple and replies 
given by a teacher (since the commentary is presented in the form of a 
dialogue); and of course verse numbers. These highlighted rubrics allow 
the reader to move quickly between portions of the text and locate particu-
lar textual elements. Similarly, Chetandas, the scribe of MS 2165 of the 
Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute Jaipur, a copy of the Vairāgya Vṛnd 
of Bhagvandas dating to the mid- eighteenth century, used red ink to high-
light those paratexts that would have helped the user to navigate the text: 
in addition to verse numbers, he has highlighted section headings, intro-
ductory material in each chapter, and importantly the meter of each verse. 
Why has he noted and highlighted the metrical form? Although it was 
common practice to note the meter along with a verse in manuscripts of 
the period, this serves an extra function in this manuscript: the text itself 
follows a pattern of ⑴   Sanskrit “śloka,” ⑵   a Hindi translation in dohā 
meter, and ⑶   exegetical commentary in arill, chappay, and kavitt meters. 
The metrical labels thus allow the user to quickly navigate between the 
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“original” verse, its literal meaning, and its exegesis—certainly handy for a 
teacher.45
As those familiar with manuscripts of texts  om Sanskrit, Prakrit, 
Apabhramsha, Hindi, Gujarati, Bengali, and other “northerly” vernaculars 
of the period will no doubt note, these paratexts (and the use of inks and 
powders to highlight them) are common features, and not particular to any 
one language or literary tradition. Indeed, “scribes”—which could include 
monks, scholars, and students, in addition to “professional” scribes that 
copied texts for a living—o en copied texts in multiple languages and 
transferred scribal conventions  om one language into another.46 What 
modern scholars have yet to do on a large scale, however, is to study how 
45 It should be noted that this particular copy of the Vairāgya Vṛnd is, in regard to format, 
an exception to the general rule of scholastic manuscripts given above: it is tall and bound on 
the le  edge like a codex. Nevertheless, its other visual elements, like rubrics, follow the 
general conventions that I have outlined for scholastic manuscripts. 
46 I thank Phyllis Granoff  for pointing out, during the 2017 Schoenberg Symposium, the 
 equently mechanical reproduction of scribal practices  om Sanskrit in the context of the 
vernacular (and other languages). 
figure 6. Jodhpur, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, MS 26579, fol. 2B. Th e 
Vedānt Mahāvākya Bhā .sā of Manohardas Niranjani. Manuscript copied in 1797 by the 
monk Jairamdas.
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these paratexts functioned as markers, cues, or guides to oral performance 
in particular pedagogical, religious, or artistic contexts.47 Their function 
could vary greatly between diff erent literary cultures and performance con-
texts, and as we have already seen, emerging forms of vernacular genres 
corresponded to similarly emergent forms and institutions of vernacular 
scholarship—so we should not always assume that they served the same 
purpose in vernacular texts as they did in those of Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, 
and so on. We can, at the same time, acknowledge that the performance of 
Sanskrit and the performance of vernacular texts had much in common, as 
in the case of purāṇic performance, recitation of the Rāmcaritmānas, and 
the teaching of the works of religious scholarship considered here.
To return to the question of intellectual networks, these paratextual and 
material elements point (if sometimes obliquely) to those moments at which 
an intellectual network extended  om the written text through oral/aural 
performance and into human bodies: during the event of performance in 
which a guru lectured  om a manuscript, the “words of the guru” (guru 
vacan) imparted knowledge and brought into being an intellectual geneal-
ogy (guru- śiśya paramparā) between teacher and student. The concept of 
guru vacan is  equently extolled in the hymns and epigrams of the tradi-
tions under consideration here; in contrast, “book learning” is  equently 
criticized. In the past, modern scholars have  equently misunderstood this 
as being a critique of written discourse in general; on the contrary, in light 
of these traditions’ copious copying of manuscripts, it would seem that 
Dadu Panthi and Niraǌ ani monks were criticizing the study of written 
texts without the mediation of a qualifi ed teacher, a critique (or anxiety) that is 
familiar not only  om medieval Hindu religious writings, but  om medi-
eval Islamic writings as well. Consequently, in these traditions’ notion of 
ideal pedagogical practice, the material of the written text, the mediating 
authority of the teacher, and the curious and receptive intellect of the stu-
47 Essays in the recent volume by Orsini and Schofi eld, Tellings and Texts, provide an excel-
lent set of arguments for, and guides to, tracing performance practices through traces in the 
textual and material archive. 
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dent come together in the pedagogical event (which is further conditioned 
by considerations of place, time of day, etc.). As discussed extensively in the 
sākhi epigrammatic genre employed by the Dadu Panth and Niraǌ ani Sam-
praday (as well as in longer works like Sundardas’s Jñān Samudra), it is 
through listening attentively to the guru in this context that an individual 
becomes, in fact, a disciple (śiśya), not merely by being initiated into a 
monastic organization or by studying “books.” Manuscripts thus carry 
traces of those moments in which they were used in practices that transmit-
ted not only knowledge but also intellectual authority (and thus also sectar-
ian identity), the moments in which budding branches of the network were 
made to grow. (And it is these same branches that are then re- inscribed into 
manuscripts as the guru- disciple lineages included in colophons.)
Conclusion: Manuscripts, Scholarship, and Exchange
By periodically shi ing our methodological lens and moving back and forth 
between the perspectives and modes of distant reading on the one hand 
(including the comparison of metadata for large numbers of manuscripts) 
and close reading on the other (including the histories of production and 
circulation of manuscripts of particular works of scholarship), three impor-
tant aspects of manuscript culture in early modern North India come into 
focus. First, there existed in this place and time a set of practices and mate-
rial objects that can be identifi ed, even if only in rough outline, as vernacular 
manuscript culture, in contrast to the preceding and contemporary manu-
script cultures of cosmopolitan languages like Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian. 
This vernacular manuscript culture can be distinguished by the use of 
particular formats and the relationship of those formats to certain textual 
genres and performance contexts, and by new uses of preexisting paratex-
tual elements. Second, these textual genres themselves—including vernac-
ular śāstra—were being developed, adapted, and changed at the same time 
that this manuscript culture was coming into being—and this discursive 
experimentation was both refl ected in, and shaped by, the material aspects 
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of the manuscripts in which these emergent genres and styles are found.48 
It is here that we fi nd some of the self- conscious “newness” of the vernacu-
lar—for as Allison Busch has demonstrated in the case of early Hindi poets, 
the purveyors of the vernacular were only too aware of the novelty of their 
intellectual and cultural project.49
Third, the manuscripts of scholarly works discussed here functioned as 
markers of several diff erent types of exchange that are both discursive and 
material in nature. They could mark an exchange of labor for knowledge or 
tutelage between a student and teacher; an exchange of knowledge for eco-
nomic or logistical support between a monk and a lay devotee of a religious 
community; an exchange of religious knowledge for political patronage or 
social prestige between a religious leader and an agent of royal power; and 
of course a simple exchange of labor for monetary compensation between a 
professional scribe and a client. Paratextual elements such as the scribe’s 
signature, teacher- student lineage, name of patron, and place and time of 
copying commemorate, sancti , and locate these moments of exchange in 
historical time. In this respect, manuscripts of scholarship in Hindi mir-
rored conventions in the manuscript cultures of Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, 
and other vernaculars of the time, where we also fi nd such markers of 
exchange. This commonality once again draws our attention to the multi-
lingual literary context of early modern North India, where vernacular lit-
erary and manuscript culture developed not in isolation  om, but as the 
48 At the 2017 Schoenberg Symposium, Jinah Kim suggested in her paper titled “Intersec-
tions of Indic and Chinese Manuscript Cultures: On Hybrid Manuscripts  om Nepal and 
Dunhuang” that unusual formats or elements can sometimes refl ect a moment of intercultural 
encounter, shi , or crisis. This would seem to apply to case of Hindi, which is characterized 
in its early manuscript history by experimentation with numerous forms, refl ecting the emer-
gence of new literary forms. 
49 Allison Busch, “The Anxiety of Innovation: The Practice of Literary Science in the Hindi 
Riti Tradition,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 24, no. 2 (2004): 
45–5⒐  See also the fi rst and third chapters of Busch’s Poetry of Kings: The Classical Hindi 
Literature of Mughal India (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). The question of “how 
newness enters the world,” whether in the context of literature or of culture at large, is another 
productive problematic introduced by Pollock that has concerned scholars of South Asian 
literature for the last several years. See The Language of the Gods, 283–9⒏ 
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result of constant exchange with, the other literary and manuscript cultures 
with which it shared geographical, social, and cultural space.
Fourth and fi nally, as markers of diff erent types of exchange, these 
manuscripts make visible to us a network of vernacular intellectuals that 
was emerging during the early modern period in the richly multilinguistic 
and religiously diverse literary and scholastic landscape to which I have just 
alluded. This network was partly constituted through the movement of 
paper manuscripts between religious sects, royal courts, and wealthy indi-
viduals, and partly through the oral pedagogical performance by teachers 
that employed these manuscripts. In this respect, the written/inscriptional 
and oral/performative “lives” of the scholastic works contained within 
these manuscripts appear to be inextricable, and thus the embodied, social 
aspect of the network itself appears no less important than its intellectual 
“content.”
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